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Lesson 3 – 11
A Little Girl Is Raised To Life
管【guǎn】 To control; charge of; manage; tube; pipe; wind instrument;
<electron.> valve; tube; run; be in subject sb.to discipline; bother about; mind;
provide; guarantee.
128

管
会堂【huìtáng】 assembly hall; meeting place.
会【huì】 get together; assemble; meet; see; meeting gathering; party; get-together;
conference; association; society; union; a temple fair; an association of people who
regularly contribute to a common fund and draw from it by turns; chief city; capital;
opportunity; occasion; understand; grasp;
堂【táng】 the main room of a house; a hall for a specific purpose; court of law;
relationship between cousins, etc. of the same paternal grandfather or greatgrandfather; of the same clan.
153/358

会
堂
按手【ànshǒu】to place one's hands on, lay hands on.
按【àn】 press; push down; leave aside; shelve; restrain; control; keep one's hand
on; keep a tight grip on; according to; in accordance with; in the light of.
手【shǒu】 hand; have in one's hand; hold; handy; convenient; personally; a person
doing or good at a certain job.
3/335

按
手
家【jiā】 family; household; home; a person or family engaged in certain trade; a
specialist in a certain field; a school or thought; school; domestic; tame.
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165

家
哭【kū】 cry; weep.
205

哭
睡着了【shuìzháo】 to have fallen asleep; doze offed.
睡着【shuìzháo】 asleep; doze off.
睡【shuì】 sleep.
着【zháo】 touch; feel; be effected by (cold, etc.); burn; <dialect> fall asleep.
343/

睡
着
嗤笑【chīxiào】 laugh at; sneer at.
嗤【chī】 sneer.
笑【xiào】 smile; laugh; ridicule; laugh at.
?/407

嗤
笑
撵【niǎn】 drive out; oust; <dialect> catch up.
撵出去【niǎnchūqu】to drive out, to expel,
出去【chūqu】 go out; get out.
出【chū】 go or come out; exceed; go beyond; issue; put up; produce; turn out;
arise; happen; rise well (with cooking); put forth; vent; pay out; expend; a dramatic
piece.
去【qù】 go; leave; remove; get ride of; be apart from; of last year; <dialect> very;
extremely; <dialect> play the part (or role) of.
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撵
出
去
所在的【suǒzài】 (the place) Where X is at; location.
所在【suǒzài】 place; location.
所【suǒ】 place; used as addresses or names of institutes; <measure> used for
houses.
在【zài】 exist; be living; rest with; depend on.
352/ /

所
在
的
拉【lā】 pull; draw; tug; drag; transport by vehicle; haul; move troops to a place;
play (certain musical instruments); drag out; give (or) lend a helping hand; help; drag
in; win over; press。
拉链【lāliàn】zipper ; zip; fastener.
链【liàn】 chain; cable length.
211/224

拉
链
立时 【lìshí】= 立刻【lìkè】 immediately; at once; right away.
立【lì】 stand; erect; set up; upright; vertical; found; establish; exist; live; immediate;
instantaneous.
时【shí】 time; times; days; fixed time; hour; season; current; present; opportunity;
chance; now and then; occasionally; from time to time; now...now...;
sometimes...sometimes...; tense; a surname.
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221/328

立
时
Supplementary Vocabulary
常【Cháng】 ordinary; common; normal; constant; invariable; frequently; often;
usually.
41

常
Reading & Writing Chinese (Simplified Character Edition Third Edition; Willian
McNaughton Tuttle Publishing ISBN 0-8048-3509-8
*Cheng & Tsui Chinese Character Dictionary, Wang Huidi Editor-in-Chief . ISBN
0-88727-314-9. This book has stroke order.
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